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ABSTRACT
Segregation is the separation of social groups in the physical or
in the online world. Segregation discovery consists of finding
contexts of segregation. In the modern digital society, discov-
ering segregation is challenging, due to the large amount and
the variety of social data. We present a tool in support of seg-
regation discovery from relational and graph data. The SCube
system builds on attributed graph clustering and frequent itemset
mining. It offers to the analyst a multi-dimensional segregation
data cube for exploratory data analysis. The demonstration first
guides the audience through the relevant social science concepts.
Then, it focuses on scenarios around case studies of gender oc-
cupational segregation. Two real and large datasets about the
boards of directors of Italian and Estonian companies will be
explored in search of segregation contexts. The architecture of
the SCube system and its computational efficiency challenges
and solutions are discussed.
1 SOCIAL SEGREGATION
Ethical issues in data and knowledge management are gaining
momentum in the last few years. In addition to the traditional
field of privacy, techniques for data analysis are being designed
or enhanced to take into account moral values such as fairness,
transparency, accountability, and diversity1. We have recentely
developed a novel data-driven technique for addressing segre-
gation of social groups through multi-dimensional data analysis
[4]. The approach is implemented in the SCube system, which
we propose to demonstrate using real case studies.
Social segregation refers to the “separation of socially defined
groups” [11]. People are partitioned into two or more groups
on the grounds of personal or cultural traits that can foster dis-
crimination, such as gender, age, ethnicity, income, skin color,
language, religion, political opinion, membership to a national mi-
nority, etc. Contact, communication, or interaction among groups
are limited by their physical, working or socio-economic distance.
This can be observed when dissecting society in organizational
units (neighborhoods, schools, job types). Due to the ubiquitous
presence and pervasiveness of ICT, segregation is shifting from
ancient forms of well explored spatial segregation2 to novel forms
of digital segregation. For instance, it has been warned that the fil-
ter bubble generated by personalization of online social networks
may foster idelogical segregation [6], opinion polarization [10],
and informational segregation. A data-driven technology that
enables the assessment of the extent, nature, and trends of social
segregation in the offline or online world, is of extreme interest
for a wide audience: social scientistics, public policy makers, reg-
ulation and control authorities, professional associations, civil
rights societies, and investigative journalists. Business decision
1See e.g., the Toronto declaration at www.accessnow.org/toronto-declaration.
2See census stats, e.g., www.census.gov/topics/housing/housing-patterns/data.html
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Figure 1: A segregation data cube with dissimilarity index.
makers should also care of business practices, particularly auto-
mated decision making, that segregate customers and products
through stereotypes, because this limits diversity and reduces
opportunities of cross-selling. Finally, data scientists and pro-
fessionals should be aware of the unintended consequences of
their models (recommender systems, link suggestion systems,
classifiers) on the cohesion of society at large.
2 SEGREGATION DISCOVERY
From a data analysis perspective, the key problem of assessing
social segregation has been investigated so far by hypothesis
testing, i.e., by formulating one or more possible contexts of seg-
regation against a certain social group, and then in empirically
testing such hypotheses. Such an approach is currently supported
by statistical tools, such as the R packages OasisR3 and seg4 [9],
or by GIS tools such as the Geo-Segregation Analyzer5 [2]. The
formulation of an hypothesis, however, is not straightforward,
and it is potentially biased by the expectations of the data analyst
of finding segregation in a certain context. In addition, explo-
ration of multiple hypothesis can be time consuming, since data
have to be processed multiple times. Finally, this approach is
subject to erroneous conclusions if data is considered at wrong
granularity – an instance of the Simpson’s paradox.
Multi-dimensional segregation data cube. Our approach
consists of providing the analysts with a multi-dimensional data
cube that can be explored in search of candidate contexts of
segregation. An example segregation data cube is shown in Fig.1.
Dimensions of the data cube include two types of attributes:
• segregation attributes (SA), such as sex, age, and ethnicity,
which denote (minority/protected) groups potentially ex-
posed to segregation;
• context attributes (CA), such as region and job type, which
denote contexts where segregation may appear.
Metrics of the data cube are chosen among the social science
indexes proposed for measuring the degree of segregation of
social groups within a society [12]. Here, we recall only one
such index, but the SCube system is parametric to the indexes
3cran.r-project.org/package=OasisR
4cran.r-project.org/package=seg
5geoseganalyzer.ucs.inrs.ca
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and it computes 6 of them: dissimilarity, Gini, Information index,
Isolation, Interaction, Atkinson. Also, we restrict to binary groups
(minority/majority). LetT be the size of the total population under
consideration, 0 < M < T be the size of a minority group, T −M
the size of the rest of society (or majority group) and P = M/T
be the overall fraction of the minority group. Assume that there
are n organizational units (or simply, units – such as schools,
neighboorhoods, job types, etc.), and that for i ∈ [1,n], ti is the
size of the population in unit i , andmi is the size of the minority
group in unit i . The dissimilarity index D measures the absolute
distance between the fractions of minority and majority groups
over the units:
D =
1
2
n∑
i=1
mi
M
− ti −mi
T −M

D ranges over [0, 1], with higher values denoting higher segre-
gation. Dissimilarity is minimum when for all i ∈ [1,n],mi/ti =
M/T , namely the distribution of the minority group is uniform
over units. It is maximum when for all i ∈ [1,n], eithermi = ti
or mi = 0, namely every unit includes members of only one
group (complete segregation). Dissimilarity and other segrega-
tion indexes can be interpreted as metrics in a cell of a multi-
dimensional cube as follows: set the total population as those
individuals that satisfy the CA coordinates of the cell; and, set
the minority population as those individuals that satisfy the SA
coordinates. For instance, the cube cell in Fig.1 with SA coordi-
nates sex=female, age=young and CA coordinates region=north
contains the dissimilarity index for the population living in the
north region and for the minority group of young women. Notice
that the number n of organizational units here have to be deter-
mined a-priori, while the total population and minority groups in
each unit depend on the values of cell coordinates. As in standard
multi-dimensional modelling [7], the special value “⋆" allows for
considering different granularities of analysis.
Segregation analysis of tabular data.We assume in input
a relational table with a tuple for every individual in the popula-
tion, including SA and CA attributes, and with a further attribute
unitID which denotes the unit an individual belongs to. Unfor-
tunately, segregation indexes are not additive metrics (see [4]).
This gives rise to the problem of efficiently computing a data
cube for segregation analysis. Our approach is more specialized
than generic holistic aggregate computation in datacubes [13].
We resort to frequent closed itemset mining [8]. Data cube co-
ordinates are encoded into itemsets of the form A,B, where A
denotes a minority subgroup and B denotes a context. Recalling
the previous example, A =sex=female, age=young defines the SA
coordinates, and B =region=north defines the CA coordinates.
The SegregationDataCubeBuilder algorithm described in [4] fills
data cube cells with the value of a segregation index by scanning
frequent closed itemsets of the form above. Since relational data
is transformed into transaction database for itemset mining, we
obtain for free that CA or SA attributes can be multi-valued,
e.g., to denote that an individual owns both a house and a car we
admit a relation tuple σ such that σ [owns] = {house, car}.
Segregation analysis of graph data.While transaction data-
bases are able to cover typical analysis from traditional social
science, they are not enough powerful to deal with social net-
work data. We formalize such a case using attributed graphs,
where nodes are assigned values on a specified set of attributes.
However, in this scenario, there is no a-priori defined notion of
organizational unit, i.e., the unitID attribute assumed in input
 indexes
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Figure 2: SCube architecture.
so far. Some forms of community discovery using graph cluster-
ing become necessary in order to determine the organizational
units. Clustering attributed graphs consists of partitioning them
into disjoint communities of nodes that are both well connected
and similar with respect to their attributes [5]. In summary, at-
tributed graph clustering can be used first to partition a social
network into communities. At this stage, every node/individual
in a community is described by its attributes and the community
id, which will be our unitID attribute. We have thus reduced the
problem to the analysis of relational data, for which the Segrega-
tionDataCubeBuilder algorithm can be applied.
Segregation analysis of bipartite graphs. An even more
complex scenario is when individuals are not connected among
them, e.g., because they are friends, but through a connection
with another entity, e.g., because they work in the same company.
Here, a form of projection on unipartite graph is needed to reduce
to the previous case. For instance, in [4], we adopt a bipartite
projection of the bipartite graph of directors and companies to
obtain a graph of companies connected by shared directors. Using
projection, we have reduced the problem to the previous case,
where attributed graph clustering can be adopted to find com-
munities of companies, which then represent the organizational
units for segregation analysis.
3 SCUBE ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of SCube is shown in Fig. 2. The system is
developed in Java, and it relies on a few state-of-the-art libraries6.
Inputs. The user has to provide features for two entities: in-
dividuals and groups. In the reference case studies, individuals
are directors and groups are companies. The input individuals
(a CSV file or a JDBC query) provides for each individual an ID
and a number of attribute values, distinguished into segregation
attributes (e.g., gender, age, birthplace) and context attributes
(e.g., residence). A second input groups provides for each group
an ID and a number of context attributes values (e.g., industrial
sector of a company and its headquarter location). Notice that
individuals are subjects to possible segregation, while groups are
6EWAH for compressed bitmaps (github.com/lemire/javaewah), Apache
POI for OOXML docs (poi.apache.org), Borgelt’s FPGrowth for frequent
itemset mining (www.borgelt.net), FastUtil for graph storage (fastu-
til.di.unimi.it).
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Figure 3: The process of segregation discovery supported by SCube (left, top), input to SegregationDataCubeBuilder (left,
bottom), and an output report on dissimilarity segregation index of the Italian provinces (right).
not. For this reasons, groups have no SA feature. A third input
is membership, which includes the edges of the bipartite graph of
individuals and groups, i.e., all pairs (individualID, groupID) for
which the individual is related to the group. In our case studies,
directors are related to companies they sit in the board of. We
also admit that the pairs are labeled with a time interval of valid-
ity, thus allowing for temporal analysis of segregation. We have
such an information for the Estonian dataset. A fourth input is
a list of snapshot dates at which to consider snapshots of the
membership relation.
Modules. SCube consists of five software modules. Graph-
Builder projects the bipartite graph of individuals and groups into
an unipartite attributed graph, where nodes are groups and an
edge connect two groups if they are related by at least one shared
individual. In the case studies, nodes are companies, and edges
connect companies that share at least one director in their boards.
Edges are weighted by the number of shared directors. Graph-
Builder outputs edges of the projection (edges), and nodes that
have zero degree (isolated). The GraphClustering module com-
putes then a clustering of nodes into organizational units (output
file nodeUnit). Methods for clustering available in SCube include:
extraction of connected components (Breadth-First Search), re-
moval of edges from the giant component with weight below
a threshold and then extraction of connected components (de-
signed in [4]), and an attributed graph clustering method for very
large graphs (SToC algorithm [3]). In our case studies, the result
of GraphClustering is a partitioning of companies into clusters
based on connections among companies determined by shared di-
rectors – which can be readily considered a signal of relationships
(business, personal, or other) between companies. Clusters repre-
sent the organizational units needed for computing segregation
indexes. TableBuilder joins features of individuals with features of
the companies in an organizational unit. This yields a finalTable
with a row per individual and organizational unit she belongs
to. An example is shown in Fig. 3 (left, bottom). This is the input
for the SegregationDataCube builder module, implementing the
algorithm of [4]. Notice that if the data under analysis contains
already the assignment of individuals to units, i.e., it is already
in the form of finalTable, the pre-processing steps of bipartite
projection and graph clustering do not need to be performed. The
Visualizer module transforms the extended datacube in output
of SegregationDataCube into a standard OOXML format that
can be opened by Microsoft Excel, Libre Office, and other office
productivity tools (see Fig. 5). Segregation data cube exploration
can be easily interfaced with visualization tools, as in the map
overlay in Fig. 3 (right).
Process, Wizard, and GUI. The whole process of segrega-
tion discovery supported by SCube is shown in Fig. 3 (left, top).
To facilitate the adoption of SCube by non-technical users, we
have developed two interfaces (see Fig. 4). The first one is a
standalone wizard that guides the user throughout all the steps
of the process, asking for inputs and parameters when appro-
priate, and finish launching Microsoft Excel or Libre Office on
the output file. Using popular desktop tools as GUI’s makes
the learning curve of approaching and effectively using SCube
more manageable. The second one is a cloud service offered
by the SoBigDataLab freely accessible research infrastructure
(www.sobigdata.eu/access/virtual), a web front-end comprising
a catalogue of data, services, and virtual research environments
for big data and social mining research.
4 DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO
The demonstration starts with a brief introduction on concepts
and methods of segregation measurement [12] and segregation
discovery [4]. This provides the audience with the basic defi-
nitions for understanding the SCube functionalities. The archi-
tecture of SCube is presented next. For interested participants,
computational efficiency, algorithmic solutions, and source code
internal aspects are discussed. Then, two running case studies in
the context of occupational segregation in the boards of company
directors [1] are introduced. They are based on a 2012 snaphost
of Italian companies (3.6M directors, 2.15M companies), and on a
20-year long dataset of Estonian companies (440K directors, 340K
companies). Such anonymized datasets are the largest ever con-
sidered in the literature of segregation analysis. We summarize
the data pre-processing activities to produce the inputs for SCube.
The demonstration then proceeds by presenting three analysis
scenarios based on input data of increasing complexity. In all
scenarios, gender, age, and birthplace are used as segregation
attributes. The first scenario considers tabular data, where com-
pany sector is used as organizational unitID, and it is intended
Figure 4: SCube standalone wizard (left) and SCube method at the SoBigData research infrastructure (right).
Figure 5: Top: sample multidimensional segregation cube.
Bottom: radial plot of segregation indexes for directors in
each of the 20 Italian company sectors.
to answer questions such as: how much are women segregated
in company sectors? The second scenario considers attributed
graph data, where nodes are directors, and edges connect two
directors if they belong to a same company board. Here, the
organizational units are determined through clustering over at-
tributed graphs. This scenario can answer questions such as: how
much are women segregated in communities of connected direc-
tors? Finally, the third scenario considers a bipartite attributed
graph of directors and companies, as presented throughout the
paper. An example of question it can answer is: how much are
women segregated in communities of connected companies? For
each scenario, the output of SCube is interactively explored using
pivot tables and charts. The audience is guided to the discovery
of a few actual cases of a-priori unknown segregation contexts
and to the understanding of which attributes contribute the most
to segregation. Moreover, a cross-comparison of the Italian vs
Estonian segregation findings will be discussed.
5 CONCLUSION
This demonstration illustrates the SCube tool for interactive ex-
ploration of social segregation indexes in large and complex data.
The audience is made aware of social exclusion issues that can be
hidden in data and of the indexes that measure segregation. Real
case studies on scenarios of increasing complexity are discussed
and explored. Efficiency issues and algorithmic solutions adopted
for scaling to large datasets and graphs are detailed.
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